Xuan Kong Da Gua – Date Selection Method
Xuan Kong Da Gua is a system of selecting auspicious date for a given person (or two people).
The method is quite sophisticated and to use it in full detail, proper training is needed.
In short, the method is based on hexagrams and numbers connected with them.
Looking for auspicious dates is based on comparing two pillars with each other and verifying if their Da Gua is supportive.
Most important factor is that a specified day's hexagram must support the birth year's hexagram of a specified person.
There are other important factors like: specified year's and month's support for the selected day, sum-to-ten combinations,
hexagram families, branch conflicts and other sha, etc. If any important factor fails, then we omit the date.

Xuan Kong Da Gua in BaZi Calculator
bazi-calculator.com Date Selection section is rather designed for people who know how to use the method.
User inputs birth date of a person (chart to the left) and any chosen selected date (chart to the right).
The calculations are made with all the factors being estimated.
The overall effect is a green tick that appears when we compare person's birth chart with a selected date,meaning that the
date is auspicious.
If any factor fails, the calculator provides us with a red cross sign. The meaning of yellow moody face icon is that there is
some other sha, but its meaning is less grave.
An example usege of date selection for two people is given below. In the example below, we use „month view” to get short
information for every day of a given month. The user may click on a spicified day to get more details about that date.

Date selection for two people – how to use it?
1. Enter person #1 and person #2 birth dates to the left,
2. Enter any date you want to choose to the right:

3. Have a look at calculations produced for given dates:

4. Check the results for a given month – look for green tick in the last column:
First column provides information about the day's stem and branch and day of week.
Second column shows if the selected day supports birth chart's year pillar (ad Person #1).
Third column shows if the selected day supports birth chart's year pillar (ad Person #2).
Fourth and fifth columns show if the selected month and year give support to the selected day.
Sixth column shows if there are any stem or branch conflicts between the selected day and birth chart pillars of
any person.
Seventh column shows if there are San Sha on the given day (San Sha are not taken into account in general rating)
Last three columns show overall rating for:
eighth column: date rating for person #1 ,
ninth column: date rating for person #2,
tenth column: overall rating for both people.
As you can see, it is hard to find a perfect date for both people, so in extreme cases, auspicious date for first (and
more important) person may be selected – while also checking second person's birth year pillar support from the
selected date (in column three: „Assistance for the day #2”).
In hard cases consult a BaZi master (you should always consult if you are not experienced!).

Xuan Kong Da Gua date selection method is quite sophisticated and takes many
factors into account. In short, if any important factor fails, then we omit the date.
Green tick in last column provides us with an information, that a given day is clear
from conflicts and proper hexagram support is present.

